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Abstract
In De Mysteriis VIII Iamblichus gives two orderings of first principles, one in purely Neoplatonic terms drawn from his own philosophical system, and the other in the form of several Egyptian gods, glossed with Neoplatonic language again taken from his own system. The first ordering or taxis includes the Simple One and the One Existent, two of the elements of Iamblichus’ realm of the One. The second taxis includes the Egyptian (H)eikton, which has now been identified with the god of magic, Heka, glossed as the One Existent. The Egyptian god Kmeph is also a member of this taxis, and is the Egyptian Kematef, a god of creation associated with the solar Amun-Re. Iamblichus refers to this god also as the Hegemon of the celestial gods, which should be equated to Helios, specifically the noeric Helios as described by Julian in his Hymn to Helios. Iamblichus describes Kmeph as an “intellect knowing himself”, and so the noeric Kmeph/Helios should also be seen as the Paternal Demiurgic Zeus, explicitly described also by Proclus as an intellect knowing himself. This notion of a self-thinking intellect may offer a solution to the problematic formulation by Proclus in his Timaeus commentary of Iamblichus’ view of the Demiurgy encompassing all the noeric realm. The identification of Kmeph as the noeric Helios now also allows the first direct parallels to De Mysteriis to be found in extant Hermetica. In addition it can be inferred from the specific Neoplatonic terminology employed that the noetic Father of Demiurges, Kronos, appears, as well as the secondary Demiurgic triad of Zeus, Poseidon, and Pluto, in the forms of the Egyptian Amun, Ptah, and Osiris, thus raising the question that much of the theology documented only in Proclus might appear already to have been established by Iamblichus.
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Iamblichus in Book VIII of his defense of theurgy commonly called *De Mysteriis* offers two hierarchies of first principles in response to Porphyry’s questions concerning how the Egyptians conceived these fundamental matters in their religion.¹ The first hierarchy is presented in philosophical terms, and the second is defined by names of divinities, some of which clearly correspond to known Egyptian gods and others whose identities have been problematic at least since Ficino’s time, though there is no doubt Iamblichus intended them to be taken as Egyptian. Can the philosophical characteristics of the individual levels of these hierarchies be determined and the gods associated with them be safely identified? Is Iamblichus’ ranking of specific Egyptian gods consistent with their otherwise known character and functions as figures of Egyptian religion, and is there any reasonable correspondence between those functions and what is known of his philosophical doctrines? A close reading of *de Myst.* VIII and relevant passages from other later Neoplatonists in conjunction with related scholarly work, some very recent, may provide tentative proposals to answer these questions, if not a completely definitive set of solutions to the problems raised by this text.

In *de Myst.* VIII Iamblichus in the persona of Abamon the Egyptian seeks to answer Porphyry’s questions about the nature of Egyptian religion, what its first cause is, whether that cause is material or not, is of intellect or not, or is from one or many. Iamblichus’ response takes the form of what appears as his interpretation of views held by many unnamed Egyptian priests, some according to him of contemporary date, but including also doctrines of Hermes-Thoth himself.² Iamblichus proceeds to give two explanations of first principles; in the first he expounds what appears in comparison with evidence from other of his works to be known doctrines of his own Neoplatonist philosophy. At the end of this passage he indirectly attributes his exposition to Hermes-Thoth by saying that “ἀρχὰς Ἀρμής πρὸ τῶν αἰθέριων καὶ ἐμπυρίων θεῶν προτάττει καὶ τῶν

¹) The more proper name of the work is actually *Response of Abamon, his professor, to the Letter addressed by Porphyry to Anebo*, as pointed out by H.D. Saffrey (1971) 227, but following custom all references here will be to *de Mysteriis* (hereafter *de Myst.*) in the edition and translation of E.C. Clarke, J. Dillon, and J.P. Hershbell (2003), which reproduces the text of É. des Places (1966).

ἐπουρανίων." The second explanation is given as an alternative *taxis* also set forth by Hermes-Thoth, and is couched in divine terms, comprised of explicitly named Egyptian gods at the various levels, but with each glossed in what is clearly Neoplatonist language, describing their places in the taxonomy presented, as well as their functions:

Πρὸ τῶν ὀντῶν καὶ τῶν ὄλων ἄρχων ἦστι θεὸς εἷς, πρῶτιστος καὶ τοῦ πρῶτου θεοῦ καὶ βασιλέως, ἀκίνητος ἐν μονότητι τῆς ἑαυτοῦ ἑνότητος μένον. Οὔτε γὰρ νοητὸν αὐτῷ ἐπιπλέκεται οὔτε ἄλλο τι· παράδειγμα δὲ ἑπούρανιων ἁγαθοῦ· μεῖζον γὰρ τι καὶ πρῶτον καὶ πηγὴ τῶν πάντων καὶ πυθμὴ τῶν νοομένων πρῶτον ἑιδεύν ὀντῶν. Απὸ δὲ τοῦ ἐνὸς τοῦτον ὁ αὐτάρκης θεὸς ἑαυτοῦ ἐξέλαμψε, διὸ καὶ αὐτοπάτωρ καὶ αὐτόνομος· ἀρχή γὰρ ὄντος καὶ θεῶς θεῶν, μονός καὶ ἑνὸς, πρωσύσιος καὶ ἀρχὴ τῆς οὐσίας. Αὐτὸ τοῦ γὰρ ἡ οὐσιότητι καὶ ἡ οὐσία, διὸ καὶ οὐσιοπάτωρ καλεῖται· αὑτὸς γὰρ τὸ πρῶτον ἑστι, τῶν νοητῶν ἄρχη, διὸ καὶ νοητάρχης προσαγορεύεται ... Κατ’ ἄλλην δὲ τάξιν προτάττει θεόν τὸν Ἐκτήν ἕπουρανιων θεῶν ἔχελαμμε, ὁ φησί νοητόν εἶναι αὐτὸν ἑαυτοῦ νοοῦντα καὶ τὰς νοήσεις εἰς ἑαυτὸν ἀμερές· τοῦτον δὲ τὸ ἐν ἀμερές καὶ ὁ φησὶ πρῶτον μάγευμα προτάττει, ἐν ὁ δὲ τὸ πρῶτον ἑστὶ νοοῦν καὶ τὸ πρῶτον νοῆται, ὃ δὴ καὶ διὰ σιγῆς μόνης θεραπεύεται.3

3) “Prior to the true beings and to the universal principles there is the one god, prior cause even of the first god and king, remaining unmoved in the singularity of his own unity. For no object of intellection is linked to him, nor anything else. He is established as a paradigm for the self-fathering, self-generating and only-fathered God who is true Good; for it is something greater, and primary, and fount of all things, and basic root of all the first objects of intellection, which are the forms. From this One there has autonomously shone forth the self-sufficient god, for which reason he is termed ‘father of himself’ and ‘principle of himself’; for he is first principle and god of gods, a monad springing from the One, pre-essential and first principle of essence. For from him springs essentiality and essence, for which reason he is termed ‘father of essence’; he himself is pre-essential being, the first principle of the intelligible realm, for which reason he is termed ‘principle of intellection’... Following another system of ordering, he [Hermes-Thoth] gives first rank to Kmeph, the leader of the celestial gods, whom he declares to be an intellect thinking himself, and turning his thoughts towards himself; but prior to him he places the indivisible One and what he calls the “first act of magic” which he calls Heikton. It is in him that there resides the primal intelligising element and the primal object of intellection, which, it must be specified, is worshipped by means of silence alone.” Translation and text, somewhat modified, E.C. Clarke, J. Dillon, and J.P. Hershbell (2003) 307-311.
“Scholars have not found it easy to make sense of all this. There is some traditional Egyptian material (though not such as was unavailable in the Greek literature on the subject), jumbled together with relatively late Greek philosophical speculation, and little clue as to how it all fits together.” At first reading the second *taxis* of Hermes-Thoth does appear especially daunting, for a number of reasons, including textual difficulties related to the names of the Egyptian gods, questions as to why Iamblichus chose these specific gods and what relevance, if any, they have to the rest of his philosophy, to say nothing about the likelihood that a Neoplatonist philosopher from Syria in the late third century would have any reliable knowledge at all about ancient Egyptian religion. Before addressing these issues, an explication of the more straightforward first part of his response to Porphyry is in order.

Even though many of Iamblichus’ works have been lost, fortunately at least a basic understanding of his doctrine of first principles can be gained from references to his writings in other later Neoplatonists, such as Proclus and Damascius, although there are still areas of his entire system not yet fully understood nor likely ever to be totally recovered. In view of this loss, the passage above describing the first theological *taxis* in fact should be appreciated all the more, since it is a major extant instance of Iamblichus’ thought in his own words, even if given as teachings of Hermes-Thoth. John Dillon has reconstructed the elements of Iamblichus’ system, including, particularly of interest here, the highest levels, which appear to be the subject of this first part of his response to Porphyry’s questions on Egyptian religion. In Dillon’s reconstruction, Iamblichus places at the apex—in what would correspond in Plotinus to the hypostasis of the One—*ἐν πάντελῶς ἄρρητον*, an Ineffable First One, completely aloof and apart from all, even Being itself, followed then by the Simple One (*τὸ ἁπλῶς ἕν*), the Limited and Unlimited (*πέρας καὶ τὸ ἄπειρον*), and at the lowest term of this first hypostasis (but also appearing in true Iamblichean fashion as the highest moment of the next hypostasis below, that of *Nous* the noetico-eristic realm), the One Existent (*τὸ ἕν ὄν*). Commentators on de *Myst. VIII* agree that the elements expressed in the first *taxis* do correspond

---

with levels within Iamblichus’ hypostasis of the One, though they do not all agree as to exactly which moments are represented in the *taxis*, and given the nature of the text a completely certain identification is perhaps not possible. The first mentioned “one god, prior cause even of the first god and king remaining unmoved” has been taken alternatively as the Ineffable First One or the Simple One, but John Finamore has stressed the importance of not interpreting this “one god, prior cause” as the Ineffable First One, because Iamblichus is giving an explication here of a Hermetic “τὸ πρῶτον αἴτιον” which, as causal, would have more of a connection to the following elements than the absolute aloofness of the Ineffable First One would intrinsically allow.6 The description “no object of intellection is linked to him, or anything else” certainly at first hearing sounds rather more fitting for the Ineffable First One, but in actuality the same could be said of the Simple One as well, since in the first hypostasis only the lowest element, the One Existent, in its role as the highest moment of the hypostasis of Nous, serves as the “object of intellection.” Also it might be added that the second element in this *taxis*, “the self-fathered god,” is described as “shining forth” from the first element, the “one god, prior cause” which in addition is characterized as “One” (“Ἀπὸ δὲ τοῦ ἑνὸς τούτου ὁ ἀὐτάρκης θεὸς ἑαυτον ἐξέλαμψε”), and furthermore the “self-fathered god” is given the description “monad from the One,” (“μονὰς ἐκ τοῦ ἑνός”), in which “One” refers to the preceding element of this *taxis*, the “one god, prior cause,” so that it can be inferred that there is a consecutive relationship between the two with nothing intervening. Thus, from the fact that it will be seen that the second element of this *taxis* most likely corresponds to the One Existent, there is more evidence that the first element must be rather the Simple One than the Ineffable One, since the Simple One directly precedes the One Existent in Damascius’ report of Iamblichus’ schema. Moreover Iamblichus refers here to the first element as serving as the παράδειγμα for the second element. The context makes it clear he does not mean the term in the special sense of the Paradigm as used by Plato in the

---

6 E.C. Clarke, J. Dillon, and J.P. Hershbell (2003) 307 takes this figure to be either the Ineffable First One or the Simple One, but previously Dillon had identified it “more or less” with the Ineffable First One but also makes the important caution that these concepts in *de Myst.* VIII are not necessarily truly Hermetic and might not “represent Iamblichus’ own doctrine in its fullest complexity, even at an earlier stage of his development”, J. Dillon (1987) 884-85. Finamore’s distinction is to be found in J. Finamore (2000) 250.
Timaeus, rather as the more general meaning of a paradigm or model; but such a function does rather suggest that this moment is the moment of the hypostasis “in participation.” This classification concerning participation is a part of Iamblichus’ developed philosophy, expanding on the simpler view of each hypostasis in Plotinus’ system, so that the hypostasis is now also seen as containing a triad of elements termed άμέθεκτος—μετεχόμενος—κατά μέθεξιν.7 If Iamblichus’ characterization of the first element as paradigmatic for forming the next element down can be taken as another way of calling it “in participation” (μετεχόμενος), where the second element of the taxis is the resultant “participated” (κατά μέθεξιν) third moment of the hypostasis formed using the first element as “paradigm”, then there is possibly more proof that the first element, the “one god, prior cause,” is the Simple One which precedes the One Existent. At any rate, however persuasive these other additional interpretations offered here may or may not be, Finamore’s distinction is by itself an important one, but given the sparse original evidence for Iamblichus’ system and the fact that he is here, after all, avowedly representing Egyptian and Hermetic doctrines, however much expressed in his own Neoplatonic terms and not necessarily in an exhaustive or comprehensive manner, there is certainly still room for doubt as to the exact correspondence of any of these elements to those in his own hierarchy as defined by Damascius.8

The second element of the first taxis, the “first god and king” and “first principle and god of gods”, presents fewer problems of identification and appears with some certainty to scholars to be, as mentioned above, the One Existent, most especially since its relation to the noetic-noeric realm, denoted as the “first principle of the intelligible realm” and “principle of intellection”, is explicitly referred to in its description.9 The appearance of the epithets αὐτοπάτωρ and αὐτάρκης, however, is of special interest. These apparently self-generating entities are also found at correspondingly high levels in other contemporary systems, such as various Gnostic beliefs, and, more pertinently, Porphyry’s own characterization of the second god in his History of Philosophy, Fragment 223 Smith 5ff: “ὁ δὲ καὶ πρώτως καλὸν

8) In interpreting this passage and the rest of de Myst. VIII one also does well to take into account Dillon’s view that “Iamblichus is professing to interpret Egyptian theology here, not to give his own doctrine”, J. Dillon (1987) 885.
καὶ αὐτοκαλὸν παρ’ ἑαυτοῦ τῆς καλλονῆς ἔχον τὸ εἶδος, προῆλθε δὲ προσιώνος ἀπ’ αὐτίου τοῦ θεοῦ ἁρμημένος, αὐτογέννητος ὡν καὶ ἀυτοπάτωρ.” 10 Just as Porphyry makes clear that Nous arises on its own without any direct connection to the One, so Iamblichus distinguishes the One Existent here as self-generating, using exactly the same language as Porphyry. 11 Thus it is likely that Iamblichus has chosen these epithets quite purposefully in order to cast his argument in the same terminology employed by Porphyry himself to declare that the Egyptian system at this level is not at all strictly material, rather is noeric in the same way that the hypostasis of Nous is, emphasizing the equally self-generating nature of this element of the taxis, just like Porphyry’s second god from Fragment 223.

Iamblichus thus limits himself in this first taxis to only two elements of the four delineated by Damascius; clearly he does not include mention of the Limited and Unlimited, and perhaps more significantly most likely also omits the Ineffable First One. The reason for this approach is not readily apparent. Is it perhaps possible that Iamblichus has in mind two elements represented elsewhere in more detail in some Hermetic work familiar to him but no longer extant, and also well known to Porphyry, well enough in fact that Iamblichus can so elliptically reproduce the

10 This concept of self-generating principles is much in evidence in contemporary systems other than Neoplatonism. Chaldaean Oracle 39 offers one example; see Majercik’s commentary ad loc, R. Majercik, (1989) 158-59, where she repeats Whittaker’s assertion that this notion may actually have arisen from oracular literature such as the Chaldaean Oracles, in J. Whittaker (1980) 176-189, especially 177 where Whittaker discusses Porphyry 223F. See also J. Whittaker (1975) 219-220, where he cites the usage of αὐτοπάτωρ in de Myst. VIII.2 and Porphyry 223F. Jean-Pierre Mahé also cites Iamblichus here in comparison with similar instances of self-generating principles found in J.-P. Mahé (1978) 50-51.

11 John Dillon has noted the further significance of the appearance of a self-generated secondary god here in de Myst. VIII.2 in connection with a passage in Proclus’ in Parm. VII.1149, 26ff, where Proclus criticizes those Platonists who would also characterize the One itself as self-generated, in J. Dillon (1988) 36-39. Proclus praises an unnamed earlier Platonist, most likely Iamblichus, in Dillon’s view, who, rightly according to Proclus, denies self-generation to the One but confirms it, as in de Myst. VIII.2, to the next level of entities, who interestingly enough, like the “self-fathered god” in the first taxis also “shine forth” from the One. Proclus, rather anachronistically, as Dillon points out, includes Plotinus in his criticism of those Platonists seeing the One as self-generative. For the latest analysis of the self-generation and pre-eternal nature of Nous put forth by Porphyry in 223F, especially in relation to Plotinus, see now S.K. Strange (2007) 28-31.
elements here, glossed in Neoplatonic terms that would be familiar to Porphyry, in a strictly allusive manner that might well have signified more to either of them than a modern reader? At the end of this passage Iamblichus also describes these two elements as the “ἄρχαι πρεσβύταται πάντων,” a characterization which fairly clearly represents them as the two highest principles, though he has not included here any mention of what would be the highest principle in his own philosophy, the Ineffable One. There appears then to be an inconsistency or at least incompleteness in the hierarchy outlined here in comparison with that laid out by Damascius. But Iamblichus is concerned with Egyptian religion here, which he may have considered simply not to have figures corresponding to these two missing elements of his system, or he may rather be glossing a Hermetic ordering in his own Neoplatonic terms which had no element analogous to the Ineffable First One and the Limited and Unlimited, in which case the two elements of this first taxis are in that Hermetic context “ἄρχαι πρεσβύταται” after all; not having the original text or texts used as his source makes it impossible to determine this issue for certain.12 Certainly Iamblichus’ emphasis on elements from the highest levels of his system makes it very clear nevertheless that he is denying to Porphyry the contention that the Egyptians viewed the universe only in purely material terms. At any rate, it will be seen that in the second taxis several more elements are offered to the reader, so that not even a simple numerical consistency can be drawn from the first to the second taxis. Even though Iamblichus’ stated intent here is to represent Hermes-Thoth on this subject, in the first taxis he does not use any overtly Egyptian terms nor, interestingly enough, terms clearly within current knowledge identifiable as specifically Hermetic. Rather, as has been shown, he employs more general philosophical language with Neoplatonic values consistent with what is known of his own system, with to be sure the addition of the epithets such as αὐτοπάτωρ, which appear to

12 É. des Places (1975) 77, points out that we have to admit that the hierarchy in the first taxis does not conform to the full system delineated by Damascius. Another principle, however, may be operative here. Iamblichus may simply be intentionally selective in how much he chooses to disclose of his philosophy, depending on the nature of his audience and type of treatise under consideration; Dillon has advanced this notion more than once, including in J. Dillon (1999) 105. Or perhaps the notion that not all readers of a given text are advanced enough in the “mysteries” of Neoplatonist theology is at play here, so that some of the highest principles should not be revealed.
be drawn from the common sources feeding also the *Chaldean Oracles* and Gnostic systems, all in the realm of the "Platonic Underworld." But by deliberately casting his first response to Porphyry's query on the nature of Egyptian religion in so abstract a manner, without giving any specific Egyptian elements, he appears to make it clear he thinks that the Egyptian system (or perhaps an Egypto-Hermetic one) is already firmly in the Neoplatonist orbit, or at least that he is of the opinion, apparently contrary to Porphyry, that it can be brought in and as readily synthesized to Neoplatonist thought as had been the *Chaldean Oracles*, and as would later the greater part of Hellenic Olympian theology itself be treated in the works of later Neoplatonists such as Proclus.

In the second *taxis* Iamblichus again refers to Hermes-Thoët as his source, but now gives a hierarchy specifically cast in terms of Egyptian gods. His source is probably best assumed to be some lost Hermetic work, since as with the first *taxis* no extant specimen of the *Hermetica* contains this particular representation of Egyptian religion interpreted in such a philosophical fashion. Though not provable given the existing textual evidence, there is at least the likelihood that some original product of Egyptian wisdom literature, or some other work, likely in the tradition of the *Book of Thoët*, provides the source from which these ideas were formed in the *Hermetica*, perhaps in more than one step via intermediary texts in either late Egyptian and Greek. Iamblichus himself states in *de Myst.*VIII.4 that he believed the texts to be translations into Greek from Egyptian, and taking them as a starting point, he reinterprets them at higher, more Neoplatonist level than had been achieved by earlier interpreters of Egyptian religion, such as Chaeremon, cited in fact by name by Iamblichus, in order to formulate his response to Porphyry. Iamblichus specifically also

---

14) For the concept that the *Hermetica* contain texts influenced at some remove from the *Book of Thoët* or its like, see now the important new edition of R. Jasnow and K.-Th. Zauzich (2005) 71, and for their comments on the existence of other Greek translations of Egyptian religious texts in circulation in the Roman period, 66. While there are no strict verbal parallels to be found in the *Book of Thoët* and any extant Hermetic text, they nevertheless conclude that the "similarities between the Book of Thoët and the Hermetic Corpus are of format, phraseology, and, to some extent, content." (71). Their introductory essay "Hermetic and Greek Interaction as reflected in the Book of Thoët", 65-71, examines judiciously and in detail the parallels and likelihood of historical influence of this and other late Egyptian texts on the *Hermetica*. 
remarks that Porphyry had formed his questions from reading these same apparently Hermetic texts. Be that as it may, Iamblichus in *de Myst.* VIII chooses to include five Egyptian gods in this hierarchy: Kmeph, Eikton, Amon, Ptah, and Osiris. Exactly why these five gods are chosen for explanation is certainly not at first reading intuitively obvious from any perspective, though it is easy enough to observe that in any context Amon, Ptah, and Osiris are all major gods and all central to various and quite ancient creation myths among the Egyptians. But what of the other two, Kmeph and Eikton, whose names are not as familiar? Though Iamblichus discusses Kmeph first in the sequence of his exposition, he claims that Eikton is higher in rank. The name “Eikton”, an apparently Hellenized form, does not appear to represent any known Egyptian deity; exactly to which god is Iamblichus referring here? A number of suggestions have been made by scholars for the possible identity of Eikton, but one very recent attempt likely offers the most satisfactory solution to this problem. Elsa Oréal has identified Eikton as Heka, the Egyptian god of magic, and for this reason the aspirate may well be added to render the name more properly, if she is correct, as Heikton. Acceptance of Heka as the original Egyptian referent for Heikton also has the felicitous corollary result that the *lectio difficilior* of μάγευμα can be restored in the same passage, or rather is required to be by the new context, so that a textual difficulty first raised by Marsilio Ficino is resolved which previously had never really found any satisfactory

15) Iamblichus refers to Chaeremon at VIII.4.266.1 specifically as one of these earlier philosophers writing about Egypt. He was also a Stoic and many of his fragments are in fact preserved by Porphyry; perhaps Porphyry was influenced in his materialistic view of Egyptian religion by his reading of the Stoic Chaeremon. Iamblichus does not acknowledge Porphyry’s familiarity with Chaeremon, and it is possible of course that he was not even aware of it, but the mention of the Stoic in this context of his response to Porphyry on this very subject is at least suggestive that his reference to Chaeremon was meant as a personal reminder to Porphyry in this regard.


17) A.R. Sodano (1984) 368, summarizes a number of the suggested identifications, to which may be added two very early attempts discussed by the Egyptologist E. Oréal (2003) 281, and E.C. Clarke, J. Dillon, and J.P. Hershbell (2003) 311 and xliv, also put forth the idea that Eikton could be the Egyptian Irta or Ihy.

resolution.\textsuperscript{19} Furthermore, the term μάγευμα is actually quite appropriate to describe the various aspects of magic represented in the Egyptian tradition by Heka, for the Egyptian word can refer not only to the god himself but also the act of magic as well as the intrinsic power of magic as a cosmogonic force.\textsuperscript{20} Iamblichus calls Heikuton “τὸ πρῶτον νοήτον” and “τὸ ἕν ὄμερης”, which fairly clearly point, as he continues to offer Neoplatonic glosses, to the One Existent, the third moment of the first hypostasis, viewed as the first moment of the second hypostasis, the first object of thought, apparently then identical to the second element of the first \textit{taxis} discussed above.\textsuperscript{21} Curiously enough, to the Egyptians, at a date far in advance of Iamblichus, Heka occupied a similar position as can be determined from Heka’s own reported words in one of the Coffin Texts: “O noble one who are before the Lord of the universe (“the All”), behold, I have come before you. Respect me with accordance with what you know.

\textsuperscript{19} On Gale’s conjecture of μαίευμα which has been widely accepted since his time, E.C. Clarke, J. Dillon, and J.P. Hershbell (2003) 311n409 and xlv. Ficino had conjectured παράδειγμα.

\textsuperscript{20} As thoroughly discussed in the most recent explication of Heka in Egyptian religion, R.K. Ritner (1993) 14-28.

\textsuperscript{21} For the identification with the One Existent, E.C. Clarke, J. Dillon, and J.P. Hershbell (2003) 311n410. Oréal (2003) 280, following H.D. Saffrey (1992) 157-171, takes “τὸ ἕν ὄμερης” as a completely separate entity on its own level in the hierarchy of the second \textit{taxis}. No other commentator has interpreted Iamblichus here in this way, and in his article Saffrey does not actually offer any specific argument as proof for this interpretation. If it is indeed to be taken as a separate entity, it would then be the only one in this passage that does not have its own Egyptian god assigned to it, and in fact Iamblichus otherwise consistently presents an Egyptian god in this \textit{taxis} and then explicates it via some Neoplatonic gloss, rather than merely giving a Neoplatonic term by itself, as would appear to occur in Saffrey’s reading (though it will be seen below that later in Book VIII Iamblichus does introduce a Neoplatonic entity without giving it an Egyptian name). But the Greek is ambiguous and certainly can be read in this way, at least if the interpretation is limited just to the sentence by itself. Determining which reading is correct really comes down to not much more than how to take the “καὶ” immediately following “τὸ ἕν ὄμερης”, whether it is intended as linking expressions in apposition to Heikuton, or as conjoining another clause containing the expression “τὸ ἕν ὄμερης” perhaps also in a separate apposition to another, unexpressed noun representing some other entity. Certainly the terseness of Iamblichus’ style here and the subject matter do not aid in interpreting this passage. If indeed it is another entity being set forth here, then the most likely candidate would be the Simple One, which is included in the first \textit{taxis} as discussed above, given its designation as “one without parts” and the fact that already Heikuton is definitely to be taken as the One Existent.
I am he whom the Unique Lord made before two things (“duality”) had yet come into being in this land by his sending forth his unique eye, when he was alone, by the going forth from his mouth . . . when he put Hu (“Logos”) upon his mouth . . . I am indeed the son of Him who gave birth to the universe (“the All”), who was born before his mother yet existed . . . I have come that I might take my seat and that I might receive my dignity, for to me belonged the universe before you gods had yet come into being. Descend, you who have come in the end. I am Heka.”

The phrase “born before his mother existed” could fairly easily be interpreted to mean that Heka, as the One Existent, which Heka is described by Iamblichus to be here, is also αὐθυπόστατος. But another Coffin Spell explicitly describes him in just those terms, as well as declaring him to be a central, primordial force in the act of cosmogony: “His powers put fear into the gods who came into being after him, his myriad of spirits is within his mouth. It was Heka who came into being of himself, . . . [and] who created the mountains and knit the firmament together.”

Heka in addition plays an important role in the daily reenactment of creation that the Egyptians represented in the daily and nightly voyage of the barque of the sun god Re; he joins Hu and Sia on the vessel, “invoking the separation of heaven and earth” and performs as a guardian of the barque in its nightly passage through the Duat, or Underworld, to defeat the Apophis serpent and the chaos he represents.

---

23) Ibid.
24) R.K. Ritner (1993) 18. Sia represents Perception in the Egyptian tradition. Significant for the identification with Heka is also the fact that the god continued to be worshipped well into the Roman period, including at Esna as late as at least the second century; see also R.K. Ritner (1995) 3333-3379, especially 3353-3354 on Heka, and E. Oréal (2003) 282-283, where she discusses the relevant texts from Esna, published by S. Sauneron (1962) 211-212. E. Oréal (2003) points out also that, regardless of how the transmission to Iamblichus occurred, the place he affords Heka in his system is fully consistent with that occupied by the god in the Egyptian cosmogony, and that “la mention de Héka chez Jamblique n’est ni un simple element decoratif” (284). One possible source of physical exchange could have been supplied by the still fully operating Egyptian temple archives themselves, as discussed by R.K. Ritner (1995) 3356, where he also details the fascinating story of the Greek physician in training, Thessalus, who came to Thebes in Upper Egypt to further his philosophical studies and approached Egyptian priests there in the hopes of arranging a real face to face divine encounter with Aesclepius-Imhotep. The extant text describing Thessalus’
Though it is certainly impossible to know whether Iamblichus had access to any texts, Hermetic or otherwise, describing Heka in these terms, it is nonetheless remarkably striking how consistent the Egyptian conception is with the one given by Iamblichus in Neoplatonic terms, especially concerning his being, on the one hand, “whom the Unique Lord made before two things (“duality”) and, on the other, “τὸ ἕν ἀμερὲς”. Heikton’s position as the One Existent is totally consonant with the Egyptian view of Heka, who is αὐθυπόστατος and comes to exist before all the other gods, as would the One Existent. It must also be said that the inclusion of the Egyptian god of magic so high in any taxonomy of first principles in a work seeking to defend theurgy is a singularly appropriate choice; just as Iamblichus is at pains in this work to argue to Porphyry that theurgy is in no way equivalent to magic used for base and merely personal purposes, Heka, as can be seen from the Coffin Texts, represents magic of a higher order, crucial to the application of the power of Atum-Re in the act of creating the cosmos. Heka appears as a power even before the first utterance of the Logos (the Egyptian Hu), and it is of note that Iamblichus stipulates that Heikton must be worshipped only in silence. As the first thought he is before all speech, just as Heka comes before Hu, the first utterance. There also perhaps might be some reflex here of the notion that Heka viewed in his role as magic effected through spoken charms, must not be spoken of aloud in prayer, as even his name would itself have great power. Silence before the gods is an ancient Egyptian notion, and there are numerous instances of the observance of silence in reverence of the highest powers in Gnostic and Chaldaean contexts. Another example of

adventures and his session with the god in Thebes is edited by A.J. Festugière (1967a) 141-174. R.K. Ritner (1995) 3358 also enumerates the known instances of Egyptians, well schooled in Hellenistic as well as native Egyptian traditions, traveling outside of Egypt to various locations in the Empire.

25) Note that Iamblichus does not include any mention of Atum-Re, though by setting Heikton as the One Existent, the god technically in terms of his philosophical system is not at the top of the hierarchy, so that it could be speculated that there it is hypothetically possible for Atum-Re to be “glossed” at a higher level in ranking. For more on the close relationship of Heka to Atum-Re, see H. Bonnet (2000) 301.

26) This notion derives from a personal communication from Prof. Ritner.

27) Silence at least in the most intimate relations with the god is rather a topos of Egyptian religion. “The Egyptian believer displays his faith and his devotion in quiet and calm behavior during divine service. The instructions repeatedly call for silence while offering sacrifices
this notion is to be found, appropriately enough, in Porphyry himself, who refers to this practice among the Egyptians in his *Allegory on the Cave of the Nymphs in Homer*, where he claims that the Pythagoreans and wise men among the Egyptians forbade speaking when passing through doors or gates, so that they revere “ὑπὸ σιωπῆς θεόν ἀρχὴν τῶν ὅλων ἔχοντα.” Porphyry in *de Abstinentia*, citing Apollonius of Tyana, also emphasizes the importance of silence in regards to the worship of the highest noeric gods, since thought precedes speech and such gods are removed from physical things. Iamblichus elaborates no further on Heka and gives no more details than these, so there is nothing more explicit in the text itself to suggest exactly why he chose to include Heka in this *taxis* and at this particular level, but the fact alone of the relevancy of theurgy to the Egyptian god of magic, enhanced by the exalted and crucial role taken by Heka in the enactment of cosmogony, may be sufficient to explain his choice.

Iamblichus places Kmeph high in his hierarchy of gods in this second *taxis*, but lower than Heikton, and both clearly are set above the physical cosmos, in that both Kmeph and Heikton are described with functional roles concerned with the level of Nous. Kmeph is called only “an intellect thinking himself, turning his thoughts toward himself.” Again, Iamblichus emphasizes to Porphyry what he sees as the non-material character of these Egyptian gods. While Heikton is unattested elsewhere in any Greek text, Kmeph on the other hand finds mention in several writers, including significantly in the writings of other Neoplatonists. In the case of Kmeph, however, the Egyptian god referred to in the Greek form of the name has been definitively established: Kematef, represented in Greek as Κνῆφ or
Кмήφ, but not as Κομῆφις, which refers rather to the Egyptian Kamutef.30 Kematef in later Egyptian religion appears normally as an epithet or as “determinative” in conjunction with Amun, and the name in Egyptian literally means “one who has completed his moment, his time.”31 Kematef is seen as having a Theban provenance, as was actually noted already in Antiquity by Plutarch, but was worshipped at a number of sites in Egypt in the Ptolemaic and Roman periods, including, like Heka, at Esna, and is “ein Produkt der thebanischen Theologen der Ptolemäerzeit.”32 Kematef in the form of a coiled serpent, in fact that of the Ouroboros, is associated with the instantaneous act of creation of the universe arising out of the primordial abyss of the waters of Nun; in at least one important late Egyptian religious text, the Khonsu cosmogony, inscribed on the walls of the Khonsu barque chapel within the temple complex at Karnak, Amun-Re is represented as the “great” or “noble” Ba of Kematef.33 In late Egyptian theology, for one god to be considered the Ba of another meant that it took a more physically accessible form, one which could be perceived by human senses, directly venerated and in this case perform the physical act of creation, that was in a more abstract and non-physical sense also performed by the god Kematef.34 In another divine constellation Kematef is also the

30) The definitive study thoroughly explicating the complicated issues regarding these Egyptian deities and their representations in Greek sources is H.J. Thissen (1996) 153-160, who also includes all the citations in Greek sources of Kmeph. For the proper association of Kmeph with Kematef, see 156. Thissen, an Egyptologist, offers corrections to a number of improper identifications of Kmeph and other Egyptian gods in earlier scholarly works.

31) H.J. Thissen (1996) 155n22, parses the Egyptian Kematef as km-3t=f, where “km” represents “die Form des Verbums km ‘vollenden’” which can take a present or perfect tense, and translates Kematef as “der, der seinen Augenblick vollendet (hat).” See also the entry of H. Bonnet (2000) on Kematef, pp.373-74.


33) For a detailed explication of Kematef in Egyptian religion, see K. Sethe (1929) 26-27. See also R.T. Rundle-Clark (1959) 50. For the inscriptions at Karnak and explanation of the relationship of Amun-Re as the Ba of Kematef, see now the important study of D. Mendel (2003) 38-39. Mendel refers in the introduction (3) to this study to a monograph dedicated solely to the examination of the divine name of Kematef currently in preparation by herself and Prof. Thissen.

father of Irta, again a serpent figure associated with creation. The expression “one who has completed his moment” most likely refers to a concept of time before time in the physical universe. By the Ptolemaic and Roman periods Amun had for centuries been associated with the supreme sun god Re, and is actually himself one of the Ogdoad, though the Theban theology had raised him up to a higher status with Re, and by Iamblichus’ time he would have been thought of clearly as a solar deity. As with Heka, there is no sure way of ascertaining exactly how many of these original religious aspects of Kematef that Iamblichus would have had accurate knowledge of, regardless of however long the worship and cultivation of these gods continued among Egyptians in the Roman period, but at least one thing can be said, that the image of the Ouroboros of Kematef is quite apt for the intellectual god who “turns his thoughts toward himself”, and, as with Heka, the cosmogonical role of Kematef, especially appearing as a figure of instantaneous time before physical time at the moment of creation, as it were, is certainly appropriate for a god described as Kmeph is by Iamblichus at the noeric level.

Kematef in the form of Kneph/Kmeph also occurs among Greek writers at least as early as Plutarch, in terms which echo his Egyptian characteristics,

35) For Irta see D. Mendel (2003) 26. For a summary of the main occurrences of Kematef in late period Egyptian cult sites, see H.J. Thissen (1996) 157, where he observes as a result of the god’s widespread cultivation that “er verkörpert regelmässig den Urgott, den Uranfang, den Beginn der Schöpfung. Es wäre verwunderlich, wenn solche Spekulationen nicht auch Spüren in griechischen Texten hinterlassen hätten.”


and perhaps Iamblichus was familiar with these passages as well as whatever, if any, mention had been made of Kmeph in the Hermetic work he used as his source. At De Iside et Osiride 21, Plutarch identifies Kneph as being worshipped in the Thebaid, as ἀγέννητον ὄντα καὶ ἀθάνατον. Philo of Byblos is reported by Eusebius at Prep. Ev. III, 11, 45, describing a serpent “ὅτι ἀθάνατον εἶη καὶ ὡς ἔαντόν ἀναλύεται” and which Philo relates that the Phoenicians called Agathos Daimon and the Egyptians, Kneph.39 Kmeph also significantly enough in the context of theurgy appears several times in the Greek magical papyri; two occurrences are especially noteworthy, PGM III 142, where Kmeph is associated with Helios, and PGM IV 1705, with Agathos Daimon, a deity invoked frequently in the papyri.40 Another attestation likely appearing before the composition of de Mysteriis is in fact found in one of the fragments of Porphyry’s De cultu simulacrorum, though it may have originated from Chaeremon.41 Porphyry refers to Kneph directly as the Demiurge and describes him as having a human form, holding a scepter and an ankh, with a feather on his head, all typically depicted visual aspects of Amun, characteristics which Porphyry then glosses with various one word explanations, including the reason for the

39) K. Sethe (1929), p.27, draws more parallels between Philo’s description of Kneph and Agathos Daimon with the Egyptian “Lebenszeitschlange” related to Kematef and Amun.
40) Cf. H.J. Thissen (1996) 159-169, for a discussion of both including useful proposals for the Egyptian language equivalents standing behind the otherwise unintelligible magic words in the texts.
41) Smith 360F, also included by P.W. van der Horst (1987) 28-33 as Fragment 17D, one of his dubious fragments, though in his notes ad loc van der Horst 64-65 gives the arguments pro and rates it as probably an authentic fragment of Chaeremon. Whoever the original source is may, according to D. Mendel (2003) 181-191, have actually been intimately familiar with the Khonsu cosmogony at Karnak. She argues rather persuasively that the many parallels of details between Porphyry’s textual description of Kmeph and the visual aspects depicted at Karnak are too numerous to represent a chance coincidence, that either Chaeremon himself or his source must have viewed and recorded the temple representation of Amun-Re on the west wall of the chapel of the barque or some preliminary modeling recorded on papyrus preceding the execution of the actual visual decorations. In any event, there is of course no evidence that Iamblichus knew directly or even indirectly the Khonsu cosmogony, but if Mendel is correct, she can at least offer not unreasonable evidence that valid knowledge of late Egyptian theology was passing to apparently interested parties like Porphyry via likely well informed intermediaries of Egyptian provenance, such as Chaeremon. How much, however, these sources distorted or by reinterpretation shaped the transmission is also with the present state of evidence not easy to determine.
feather expressed as, “ὅτι νοερῶς κινεῖται.” Porphyry then continues, adding the information that Ptah, whom the Greeks take to be Hephaistos, was born as an egg from the mouth of Kneph and that the egg is interpreted as the cosmos. Iamblichus later in *de Myst.* VIII.3 also points out that the Greeks associate Ptah with Hephaistos, but in Iamblichus’ view with the qualification that they do so “concentrating only on his technical ability.” He makes this distinction most likely because he is emphasizing in this passage rather the Demiurgic nature of Ptah, but perhaps he is offering yet another retort to Porphyry’s mistaken strictly materialist view of Egyptian religion, and it seems appropriate to ask in this context if the fact that Chaeremon was a Stoic and was apparently a main source for Porphyry’s knowledge of Egypt has influenced Porphyry’s restrictive concept of Egyptian religion.\(^{42}\) The image of the cosmic egg brought forth by Amun appears also in a purely Egyptian context as a part of the theology of the Ogdoad already discussed in connection with Kematef and is related to the bringing forth of light and the sun from Nun.\(^{43}\) Again it is no less difficult to determine exactly the extent of the familiarity that Porphyry had with Egyptian religion than to know how well versed in the subject Iamblichus was, and it is easy to view Chaeremon as the conduit to Porphyry for all this information, but the limited evidence also does not really allow even that minimalist conclusion. It is not a given as well that Iamblichus would have been familiar even with these earlier Greek references to Kmeph, though that possibility is at least more likely in the case of Porphyry. At any rate, Iamblichus clearly places Kmeph at the level of Nous, above the material world, as shown in his characterization of Kmeph as an “intellect thinking himself”, and it is very tempting to view Iamblichus here as directly picking up somehow on Porphyry’s own use of Kneph in his *De cultu simulacrorum.*

\(^{42}\) Chaeremon Fragment 5, P.W. van der Horst (1987) 14, which is also *Epistula ad Anebonem* II 12-13 Sodano, supplies apt examples of Chaeremon’s conception and is very similar to Iamblichus’ own representation of Chaeremon in *de Myst.* VIII.4.

\(^{43}\) For the cosmic egg and Ptah, see K. Sethe (1929) 62-63, H. Bonnet (2000) 162-65, and D. Mendel (2003) 44-47. Such an egg of course also occupies an important high position in the Orphic theology that was so significant for the later Neoplatonists, appearing as a product of Chronos, from which arose in turn Protagonos or Phanes. M.L. West sees parallels among several Oriental time gods, including the Egyptian Ra, and the Orphic Chronos, and between the fundamental figures of the cosmic egg in the Egyptian and Orphic systems; see West (1983) 104-106, 187-189.
But Iamblichus also describes Kmeph as “τῶν ἐπουρανίων θεῶν ἡγούμενον”, “the leader of the celestial gods”. No modern commentator has explicated this characterization to clarify its meaning in Neoplatonic terms. Because of the noeric nature given him by Iamblichus Kmeph must dwell above the encosmic realm and yet at the same time is called the “leader of the celestial gods”; since in the latter regard Kmeph would appear to be considered celestial, it would seem likely that he must inhabit that same lower encosmic realm rather than the higher noeric realm. This apparent contradiction troubled Walter Scott enough that in the presentation of this passage as a supplement in his edition of the *Hermetica* he found it required him to edit out the entire phrase from his text as an interpolation. There is however a solution that may be offered for this problem, and it lies in the divine, Neoplatonic identity of the “leader of the celestial gods”: the god Helios should be advanced as the most likely candidate to be the Hellenic deity meant by Iamblichus to correspond to Kmeph in this role. The crucial characteristics supporting this identification are to be found in the use of “ἡγούμενον” to describe this entity, Iamblichus’ conception of Kmeph as noeric and as a god “thinking himself”, and the fact that Kmeph/Kematef in Egyptian religion was associated with the sun via his relationship to Amun-Re. Already in Hellenistic astrology the sun as the supreme celestial body was typically referred to by means of some form of the term “ἡγεμόν”; one good example is afforded by Vettius Valens, “Ἡλίος... σημαίνει ἐπὶ γενέσεως βασιλείαν, ἡγεμονίαν”, and another by Julian of Laodicea, “Ἡλίος βασιλεὺς καὶ ἡγεμόν τοῦ σύμπαντος κόσμου.” Also the concept of an intelligent or noeric sun can

45) One commentator, Thomas Taylor, in Iamblichus transl. Thomas Taylor (1999) 192, actually does attempt to identify Kmeph as Saturn, or Kronos, on the basis of his status in Neoplatonic theology high in the intellectual realm. It will be shown below which god in that hierarchy is a stronger candidate.
46) Quoted in F. Cumont (1911) 452n2 and 453n1. Several other examples of these usages are provided by Cumont, including one from Theon of Smyrna attributing this notion to the Pythagoreans. Cumont’s study is still a very useful survey of this subject, and contains many citations of astrological and other rather esoteric authors conveniently assembled together. Cumont’s position is that the kingly notion of the sun originated in Mesopotamia, among the Chaldeans, and was transmitted into the West via Syria, the homeland, of course, of Iamblichus.
be found in these earlier writers, though it may have been influenced as well by the Stoic concept of νοερὸν πῦρ. This idea likely developed rather naturally as an extension of the commanding power of the sun as it regulates the motions of the stars and planets from its position in the middle of the celestial spheres, eventually coming to be seen as necessarily requiring some supreme intelligence in order to govern such highly rational and far-flung movements of celestial bodies. 47 But more directly pertinent and contemporary evidence for this identification is to be found in Julian's *Hymn to King Helios*, in which a Neoplatonic solar theology is laid out in fairly detailed terms. Julian's presentation however has been accepted by scholars to reflect for the most part the teachings of Iamblichus himself as handed down to Julian through his philosophical mentors, Aedesius and Maximus, both devout followers of Iamblichus. 48 In the *Hymn* Julian presents in fact three forms of Helios: “From Iamblichus is derived Julian's solar triad: first, the transcendental Helios ruling the κόσμος νοητός, then Helios as the supreme centre of the realm of θεοὶ νοεροί (the Iamblichean realm unknown to Plotinus), and thirdly the visible sun governing the world of sense perception.”49 Julian makes it very clear in the *Hymn* that Helios rules the noeric gods by the direct authority of the Good and is also, like Kmeph, the “leader of the celestial gods”: “ἐστι δ’ αἵτινοι οἴμαι τάγαθον τοῖς νοητοῖς θεοῖς κάλλως, οὐσίας, τελειότητος, ἐνώσεως… ταῦτα δή καὶ τοῖς νοεροῖς Ἡλιος δίδωσιν, ἀρχεῖν καὶ βασιλεύειν αὐτῶν ὑπὸ τάγαθῳ τεταγμένον… Ἀλλὰ καὶ τρίτος ὁ φαινόμενος οὕτωσι δίσκος ἐναργῶς αἵτις ἐστὶ τοῖς αἰσθητοῖς τῆς σωτηρίας, καὶ ὅσων ἔφαμεν τοῖς νοεροῖς θεοῖς τὸν μέγαν Ἡλιον, τοσοῦτον αἵτις καὶ ὁ φαινόμενος ὦδε τοῖς

47) This development is documented by F. Cumont (1911) 457-62, including the possible Stoic influence of the notion of intelligent fire transferred to noeric light, hence to the light of a noeric sun. Cumont (453) also cites fragments of the *Chaldaean Oracles* on the noeric sun as well as a number of later Neoplatonists, including interestingly enough Porphyry from his *Isagoge* to Ptolemy's *Tetrabiblos* in which he describes Helios as "κράτιστος τις βασιλεὺς εἰς τοὺς μετεώρους ἀστραπῆ".
49) R.E. Witt (1975) 52. For the concept of the noeric sun as it appears prominently in the *Chaldaean Oracles*, with which Iamblichus clearly was intimately familiar, given his massive lost commentary on them, see H. Lewy (1978) 151, and, working back mostly but not exclusively from Proclus, W. Fauth (1995) 136ff, and for his discussion of Julian's *Hymn*, 147-164.
But since Kmeph is also noeric, “the intellect thinking himself”, it is most likely that Julian’s—and Iamblichus’—second Helios, the “supreme centre of the realm of θεοὶ νοεροί” is actually the specific Neoplatonic deity intended by Iamblichus to be represented in Kmeph. There is more evidence of the similarity of roles for Kmeph and Helios to found in the Hymn; the first sun is identified by Julian with the Good or the One at Or. IV 132C-133C and John Finamore argues that this sun, according to Iamblichus’ melding of the Chaldaean system and his interpretation of Tim.37d6, “μένοντος αἰῶνος ἐν ἑνί”, also is equated in Iamblichus’ system to Aion, which is a “horizontal extension” of the One Existent. Finamore continues: “Thus, Helios’ role as the middlemost entity of the middlemost realm is to link the gods of the noetic realm with the visible gods. He is, therefore, to be placed at the summit of the noetic realm just as Aion was placed at the summit of the noetic.” But Kmeph is ranked by Iamblichus below Heikton, who was shown above to occupy the Neoplatonic position of indeed that same One Existent, so Kmeph’s position in the hierarchy is analogous to that of the noeric sun also below Aion. There is direct evidence of association of Helios and Kmeph offered by another, though later, Neoplatonist. At de Prin. 125 (Westerink and Combès III.167.1-24), Damascius reports some of the researches on Egyptian religion by Heraiscus and Asclepiades, the uncle and father of Horapollo the philosopher in whose school Damascius had studied in Alexandria: Asclepiades claims that a first Kmeph is born from the two primary elements Sand and Water, which then himself engenders a second and third Kmeph, and these three then “συμπληροῦν τὸν νοητὸν διάκοσμον.” Damascius then relates that

50) Hymn, Or. IV 133B-C. J. Finamore (1985) 136-140, explicates Julian’s solar theology thoroughly, relating it to Iamblichus’ thought and as well as theology of the Chaldaean Oracles. See also now J. Dillon (1999) 103-15.
52) J. Finamore (1985) 136. D. Ulansey (1994) 257-264 makes the intriguing argument that Mithras himself can also be identified with the noeric sun, and includes a short survey of the development of the concept, starting with Plato’s Phaedrus and an interesting passage in Philo.
53) Aside from this passage in de Prin., other details about Heraiscus and Asclepiades are preserved in Damascius’ Philosophical History, especially Fragments 72A-E Athanassiadi. See also Damascius ed. and transl. P. Athanassiadi (1999) 20-21, and Damascius ed. and transl. G. Westerink and J. Combès (1991) 239-240. Among other accomplishments,
Heraiscus identifies Kmeph, “named after his grandfather and father,” with Helios: “τὸν Ἡλιον εἶναι φησίν, αὐτὸν δὴπο τὸν νοῦν τὸν νοητόν.” From the viewpoint of Egyptian religion, what apparently is reflected here is the association of Kematef with Amun-Re and the Ogdoad, the latter of which arose from the primordial mud most likely referred to in the Sand of the text, with Water representing most likely Nun. Since Heraiscus and Asclepiades do postdate Iamblichus, this passage cannot offer evidence of Kmeph as Helios in the third or fourth century, and furthermore it offers only evidence that Kmeph was associated with Helios and not necessarily the noeric sun, perhaps merely occurring in the context of some interest in the Egyptian sun god Amun-Re and the theology of the Ogdoad originating in Heliopolis. But nevertheless it is still an identification reported in the Hellenic tradition in Greek, by a major Neoplatonist, and as such worth at least citing, and especially since Damascius refers to Kmeph as “δὴπο τὸν νοῦν τὸν νοητόν” and reports that the three forms of Kmeph “fill the noetic realm”, thus, like Iamblichus, making Kmeph a figure of the noetic-noeric realm.

Finamore additionally argues the importance of the fact that Julian goes on to equate this second Helios with Zeus as Demiurge, finding more evidence of this synthesis in Macrobius Sat. I.23, but he attributes the notion also originally to Iamblichus, again working back from Julian: at

Asclepiades was claimed by Damascius to be an expert on Egyptian theology and had also written a treatise that was an “agreement of all theologies” (Fragment 72E); it is probably not unreasonable to speculate that the work was Neoplatonic in nature, given Damascius’ praise of it. It is also interesting to note that Damascius makes no explicit reference to de Myst. VIII here, though it is not possible to judge the true significance of that omission. It is however reasonable to ask if Asclepiades dealt with de Mysteriis or any other work of Iamblichus in his lost treatise on theology, and to wonder about the true extent and nature of his understanding of Egyptian religion, and how Neoplatonic or not his conception of it might have been.

54) “Auch die Aufspaltung in drei Formen des Kmeph lassen sich allenfalls auf die erwähnten drei Generationen Amuns beziehen: Kematef und Ireta . . . die dritte Form, Kmeph als Sonne, wäre dann als Anspielung auf Amun-Re verstehen,” H.J. Thissen (1996) 158. Thissen also makes it clear that it is Kmeph/Kematef who is referred to here in the Greek Κμηφις, and not Kamephis/Kamutef. He observes finally, appropriately enough perhaps for this present analysis, “Es wäre eine reizvolle, aber vermutlich dornenvolle Aufgabe, den Wegen nachzuspüren, auf denen die ägyptischen Vorstellungen zu den Neuplatonikern gelangten.”
“IV.143D, Julian says that the Demiurgic power of Zeus (ἡ τοῦ Διὸς δημιουργικὴ δύναμις) coincides with Helios.”55 Later Julian claims that Helios and Zeus have equal and identical dominion over “the separate creation which is prior to substances, in the region, that is to say, of the absolute causes which, separated from visible creation, existed prior to it.”56 Proclus in the Platonic Theology VI.12,25ff, referring to the Timaeus, speaks of the double Demiurgy of the Sun, one physical and coordinated with the other physical heavenly bodies, and the second, which is “τὴν δὲ ἔξηρμιμένη καὶ ὑπερφυᾶ καὶ ἄγνωστον.”57 Finamore points out that Macrobius in the passage referred to above imputes to Plato himself the desire that “this Zeus be identified with Helios” after quoting Phaedrus

55) J. Finamore (1985) 137. Cf. J. Dillon (1973) 418-19: “Julian, in Or.5 (172D), refers to the Chaldaean Oracles’ celebration of ὁ ἑπτάκτις θεός, who, as the intellectual paradigm of the celestial Helios, will be in fact the Demiurge, the Helios of Julian’s Oration Four.” The Neoplatonic influence on Macrobius may well be Porphyry and not Iamblichus, though the concepts expressed are nonetheless similar, and there is no controversy in the case of Julian. P. Courcelle (1969) 28-31 surveys the earlier scholarship on this issue and argues strongly for Porphyry based in part of the evidence of Servius’ reference in his in Buc. to a work by Porphyry on the Sun, called Sol, though he also points out that Macrobius and Julian in their works “on the sun reveal a common doctrine, though not a textual dependence” (29). S. Gersh (1986) 558-562 follows Courcelle’s view of Porphyrian influence on Macrobius and discusses what he sees as Porphyry’s own view of a physical and a noeric sun, likely set forth in the lost work Sol, in turn influenced by Chaldaean solar theology. Iamblichus thus may again be appealing to Porphyry’s own thought, admittedly indirectly, when he associates Keph with the noeric sun. It should be recalled that in Fragment 17D of Chaeremon, Porphyry refers to Keph as the Demiurge, and in Fragment 5 of Chaeremon, he comments on those Egyptians who think the sun is the Demiurge.

56) Or. IV 144B. Julian transl. W.C. Wright (1980) 393. J. Dillon (1999) 110 also points out that Julian has made this link with Zeus, who was already seen in this Demiurgic role by Plotinus.

57) Cf. Proclus ed. and transl. by H.D. Saffrey and L.G. Westerink (1997) 156n5 ad loc. for reference to a similar description by Proclus at in Tim. III, p.53.6-13, where he again terms the Demiurgy as double, with one physical and the other “invisible”, “unique”, “simple”, “hypercosmic”, and “noeric”. Proclus refers again to a higher, hypercosmic sun at in Parm. VI. 1044-45, where he also relates it and its counterpart in the physical world, the visible sun, to the doctrine of henads. For a analysis of how Proclus’ Hymn to Helios, where the god is addressed as πυρὸς νοεροῦ βασιλεῦ (l. 1), fits into this context of the solar double Demiurgy and its relation to the above cited passage in Platonic Theology VI, see Proclus ed. and transl. R.M. van den Berg (2001) 152-155. Hermias in his Commentary on the Phaedrus at 82.12 also alludes, albeit rather cryptically, to the double Demiurgy.
246e4-247a2, in which Zeus is described as “ὁ μὲν δὴ μέγας ἡγεμών ἐν οὐρανῶ."  

Hermias at 136.17-30 in his Commentary on the *Phaedrus* criticizes Iamblichus by name for associating the Zeus of this same passage in the dialogue with the “one Demiurge of the cosmos,” “transcendental Demiurge” and “Demiurgic Monad”, though he grants that Iamblichus is right to associate Zeus with this higher Demiurge, just not the Zeus of the *Phaedrus*, whom he sees rather as the Zeus of the triad of Zeus, Pluto, and Poseidon at what is the hypercosmic level of the later theology of Syrianus and Proclus (Hermias’ Commentary is most likely drawn from his notes taken from lectures of his master, Syrianus). Iamblichus appears to have developed a hierarchy for the noetic-noeric realm as complex as that known from the later Athenian Platonists, such as Proclus, in that he establishes levels of intelligible gods, intelligible-intellectual, and a hebdomad of intellectual gods; the evidence for this view is limited to inferences drawn from Proclus’ discussion of Iamblichus’ conception of the Demiurge at I.308.18ff of his Commentary on the *Timaeus*, where Proclus also refers to a separate essay by Iamblichus entitled “On the Speech of Zeus in the *Timaeus*”. It is in the first triad of “Fathers” among the intellectual gods that Iamblichus placed the highest Demiurge to whom Hermias refers in his Commentary, who is identified with Zeus, again whom, according to Hermias, Iamblichus associated also with the Zeus as μέγας ἡγεμών of the *Phaedrus*. But it is noteworthy that Iamblichus uses exactly the same term for leadership in his gloss of Kmeph, as “ἡγούμενον” of the celestial gods, and in fact earlier at de Myst. I.7.22 he refers to Nous as “βασιλεύς” and “ἡγεμών” and “τέχνη τε δημιουργική”. But more importantly, and not cited previously by any commentator, is the fact that Proclus characterizes Zeus, exactly as

---

(58) J. Finamore (1985) 137.


(61) E.C. Clarke, J. Dillon, and J.P. Hershbell (2003) 29n44, points out that Iamblichus is likely alluding here via these epithets to two passages in Plato, *Phaedrus* 246e4, cited above, and *Philebus* 30d1-2, so that Zeus in both cases is identified with the hypostasis of Nous.
Iamblichus does Kmeph, as an “intellect thinking himself” at *Platonic Theology* V.5.257: “Νοῦ τοίνυν ὄντος τοῦ Κρόνου καὶ νοητοῦ, νοῦς καὶ ὁ Ζεῦς δεύτερον καὶ νοητόν· ἀλλὰ τὸ νοητὸν αὐτοῦ νοερόν ἔστι, τὸ δὲ ἐκείνου νοερόν, νοητόν. Ὅμων δὴ ὅν νοερὸς ὄν ὁ Ζεὺς καὶ νοητός, ἑαυτὸν νοεῖ καὶ περιλαμβάνει καὶ συνδεῖ τὸ ἐν αὐτῷ νοητὸν… Αὐτῷ ἀρα τῷ νοεῖν ἑαυτὸν πᾶς νοῦς καὶ τὰ πρὸ αὐτοῦ πάντα νοεῖ, καὶ ὅσω μᾶλλον ἴνοεται πρὸς ἑαυτὸν, τοσοῦτος μείζονος ἐνὶδρυται τοῖς πρὸ ἑαυτοῦ νοητοῖς.” The similarity of the two passages is very striking, and since the shared characterization itself is rather unusual, the fact that a god thinking himself appears in both passages strengthens the possibility that the same god is being referred to in both. Proclus is describing Zeus here at the same level as Iamblichus’ Demiurgic Zeus, occupying the position of Demiurge in the triad of intellectual Fathers; in fact the subject matter of Book V of the *Platonic Theology* encompasses all the intellectual gods. In Proposition 167 of his *Elements of Theology* Proclus also discusses this concept of intellection, where the highest Nous, Kronos in the passage from the *Platonic Theology* Book V above, only knows itself, and its intellect and object are numerically one and identical, and the next, subsequent intellect, Zeus as in the same passage above, knows itself and its superior, “so that its object is in part itself but in part its source.”62 E.R. Dodds in commenting on this Proposition describes the self-thinking intellect as the first of a “series of lower νόες which are not identical with their objects but know them κατὰ μεθέξιν, as reflected in themselves… The highest of these is the δημιουργός of the *Timaeus*”; Dodds goes on to attribute the origin of this concept to Syri anus, but if the identification of Kmeph and this Demiurgic Paternal Zeus as an intellectual god is correct, then perhaps it really was initiated earlier by Iamblichus.63 The passage in Proclus’ *Timaeus* Commentary at I.308 cited above is however problematic, for at first he states that Iamblichus defines the Demiurge as the god who “gathers into one and holds within himself… Real Existence and the beginning of created things and the

63) Proclus transl. E.R. Dodds (1963) 286, where he also comments on the difficulties of understanding how the Demiurge relates to the Paradigm and the various Neoplatonist solutions for them. Both Dodds, 289, and E.C. Clarke, J. Dillon, and J.P. Hershbell (2003) 311n408, point out that the notion of the self-thinking god ultimately goes back to Aristotle’s Unmoved Mover.
intelligible paradigms of the cosmos, which we term the intelligible cosmos, and such causes as we declare to pre-exist all things in Nature,” and Proclus then goes on to cite Iamblichus’ other formulation in the essay on the “Speech of Zeus”, after criticizing him for this first position, which Proclus interprets to mean that he must have intended for the whole of Nous, the entire noetic-noeric realm, to be taken as the Demiurge.64 But what if rather Iamblichus is referring to an intellectual act when he speaks of the Demiurge’s gathering “Real Existence (“τὴν ὄντως οὐσίαν”) and all the other noetic elements referred to in the quotation? Is this not possibly an act just like that defined in Proclus’ Proposition 167 as one performed by those “lower νοές” when they internalize in thought all the noetic elements higher than themselves, chief of which “lower νοές” is, as Dodds points out, the Demiurge of the Timaeus? Proclus himself at Platonic Theology V.17.11-14 makes almost the same observation about the Demiurge: “…οὐ μόνον θεός ἐστιν ὁ δημιουργός, ἀλλὰ καὶ τὸ νοητὸν ἔχει καὶ τὸ ὄντως ὑπὸ ẕῶς αὐτῶ, καὶ προέξελθεν οὐ τὴν τελικὴν μόνον τῶν ἐγκοσμίων αἰτίας, ἀλλὰ καὶ τὴν παραδειγματικὴν.”65 This passage in Proclus and his quotation of Iamblichus on the Demiurge from in Tim. I.308 are very similar in the language used in each instance, so much so that Proclus could almost be paraphrasing Iamblichus. Is this concept of noeric self-thought and gathering-in possibly the best interpretation of Iamblichus’ definition of the Demiurge, which maintains on the one hand the exact sense of the text, and also allows it to be quite consistent with the view set forth in his essay on the “Speech of Zeus” without however forcing Proclus’ problematic conclusion that Iamblichus’ Demiurge must equate literally with the entire realm of Nous?66

---

64) Translation of Proclus by J. Dillon (1973) 137.
65) Cf. L. Siorvanes (1996) 151-152, where he translates this passage and gives a good explication of the three Fathers from Proclus’ philosophy. J. Opsomer (2005) 77 discusses the internalization into the Demiurge of otherwise external existing realities, and translates this passage also from Proclus in Tim. I.307.26-31 which offers more proof, in a rather allusive way, of Zeus’ role: “If what <Iamblichus> means by these words is that the demiurge, too, everything—‘real being’ as well as ‘the intelligible world’—exists in a demiurgic manner, he agrees with himself and with Orpheus who says that ‘all these lie in the body of the great Zeus.’”
66) The concept of reflective intellective deities is also to be found in another later Neoplatonist, Olympiodorus. In the introduction to the Gorgias Commentary, Olympiodorus transl. Robin Jackson, Kimon Lycos, and Harold Tarrant (1998) 23-28, Harold Tarrant
If this inference that Kmeph is to be equated with Helios as the noeric sun and Paternal Demiurge is a valid representation of Iamblichus’ thought, then perhaps there is now evidence here for a specific link to other extant Hermetic texts, though none has ever been detected previously which could be directly associated with this or any other portion of *de Mysteriis*, in spite of the fact the Iamblichus is claiming to be presenting Hermetic doctrine. In chapter VIII.5 he points out that the “prophet” Bitys has handed down to Ammon teachings concerning a transcendent god who acts as Demiurgic; treatise XVI of the *Corpus Hermeticum* also is addressed addresses Olympiodorus’ contention from the Proem (0.4) that the *skopos* of the dialogue is wrongly taken by some to be the Demiurge, as well as a similar criticism of an unnamed commentator made in the *Anonymous Prolegomena to the Philosophy of Plato* that the *skopos* of the Gorgias was “the intellect which sees itself.” This latter intellect however is explicitly designated by Olympiodorus in his Commentary on the *Phaedo* (1.5) as Kronos, portrayed there literally as a god who sees himself. Olympiodorus later in the Commentary on the Gorgias (47.3) represents Kronos in much the same descriptive language, including the curious notion that the god produces and devours his own children because of this reflective nature, though omitting there specifically to term Kronos as a self-seeing god. Westerink and Trouillard in Anonymous edited and translated by L.G. Westerink and J. Trouillard (1990), 72n194, commenting on the criticism of the *skopos* in the *Anonymous Prolegomena*, attribute this concept of reflection rather to Amelius and make no reference to the overt identification with Kronos by Olympiodorus in his Commentary on the *Phaedo*. They do however cite his Commentary on the Gorgias for Zeus as the self-seeing god, which they also prefer to see as originating with Amelius, but as illustration give a Lecture reference in the Commentary of 3.14-17 that does not appear to correspond to any part of the work within the usual numbering schema, although as noted above Lecture 47.3 describes Kronos as an intellective god with a distinctly reflective nature just as in the passage in the Commentary on the *Phaedo*; nowhere in the Commentary on the Gorgias is Zeus depicted in such terms, and Amelius is not cited or referred to anywhere in the Commentary on the Gorgias. Cf. Olympiodorus (1998) 24 for Tarrant’s significant criticism of their view on Amelius. This representation of Kronos as a god seeing himself moreover offers further proof that Kmeph as a god thinking himself is more appropriately associated with Zeus, and not, as Thomas Taylor had done, with Kronos. It is not clear exactly to whom Olympiodorus and the *Anonymous Prolegomena* refer in their criticism for the incorrect determination of the *skopos* of the Gorgias; Iamblichus would naturally come to mind, but the lack of any fragments of any work by him on that dialogue prohibits identifying him with certainty as the target of their remarks: Olympiodorus (1998) 23-24.

For some examples of generally similar language regarding the highest god found in various Hermetic texts, see H.D. Saffrey (1992) 161-162, though he first asserts that there is nothing specifically like the hierarchies expressed in *de Myst.* VIII to be found in any of the extant *Hermetica*. 
to Ammon.\(^68\) But C.H. XVI contains perhaps an even more significant specific link to *de Myst.* VIII in its depiction of in fact that same noeric sun as found in Julian and, as proposed here, Iamblichus’ Egyptian Kmeph. In chapter 5 and 6 of the treatise the sun is said to transmit essence to the earth from heaven and as δημιουργός bind the two together, and it consists of some νοητὴ οὐσία whose true nature it is claimed only the sun itself “knows.” Later in chapter 17 the intelligible cosmos is described as depending from god and the sensible cosmos from the intelligible, but also that the sun is provided by the primary god through both the intelligible and sensible with a channeling of the Good, that is through the sun’s role as Demiurge. This characterization of the sun as noeric and Demiurgic allows this passage to find a later echo in Julian’s *Hymn to the Sun*, which as has been seen reflects Iamblichus’ own doctrines, and since C.H. XVI is quoted in the *Divine Institutes* of Lactantius, it appears chronologically possible that this particular Hermetic text was available to Iamblichus during his lifetime.\(^69\) While the philosophical concepts regarding the sun expressed in this Hermetic text are much simpler than what Iamblichus presents in *de Myst.* VIII, it is possible, regardless of whether Iamblichus was in any way directly influenced by this specific passage in the *Hermetica* in his conception of Kmeph as noeric sun and Demiurge, that this is a typical Hermetic formulation concerning solar theology that Iamblichus might have found in whichever of the *Hermetica* was his source.\(^70\)

\(^{68}\) G. Fowden (1993) 140-41, sees *de Myst.* VIII.5-VIII.6 as showing in general, again not specifically, the closest affinity with “theurgical” Hermetica; cf. B. P. Copenhaver (1992) 201, for his interpretation of Fowden’s view in the context of C.H. XVI.


\(^{70}\) Elsewhere in the *Hermetica*, the visible sun is addressed also in *Asclepius* 29, where it is referred to as the “second god”. Perhaps more noteworthy, though not necessarily to be linked directly with Kmeph as either the Paternal Demiurgic Zeus or Helios, are the ousiarchs expounded in *Asclepius* 19, in which Jupiter is called the ousiarch of heaven and Light the ousiarch of Sol, where Jupiter and Light are both intelligible gods giving rise to the physical, so that Light is the intelligible counterpart to Sol, mentioned later as the visible sun and “second god” in chapter 29. Festugière (1967b) 127-130, links the concepts expressed here via the term “ousiarch” to a passage later in *de Myst.* VIII at VIII.8.271.5-8, where Iamblichus speaks of τινες οὐσίας νοητοὶ άρχοι. See also S. Gersh (1992) 146-150 for a thorough discussion, incorporating Festugière’s work, of the theology expressed in this Hermetic treatise, whose text in these chapters is not an easy one to interpret. That there are affinities between the *Asclepius* and Iamblichus seems clear, again though only in a rather general way, and though Jupiter and Light and Sol are ranked in the *Asclepius*, there is no
As was referred to above in the discussion of Julian’s *Hymn*, this notion of a noeric sun most likely first appeared in a Platonic context in the *Chaldaean Oracles*, where it also was associated with a sort of non-physical time. Hans Lewy equated Aion with this “transmundane sun”, as he termed it, but later scholars have discounted this identification, for among other reasons the fact that the name Aion does not itself actually appear in the quoted texts of any of the hexameter verses of the *Oracles*, and because Lewy based much of his judgment on evidence regarding Aion found in the *Tübingen Theosophy* and not the *Oracles* themselves.71 E.R. Dodds preferred to see the god in question here rather as Chronos, and in *Oracle* 185 preserved by Proclus in his *Timaeus* Commentary III.36, 20-22, the noeric sun and Chronos are linked: “κατὰ τὴν ἀφανῆ καὶ ἐπαναβεβηκυίαν [δημιουργιάν] ὁ ἀληθέστερος ἥλιος συμμετεῖ τῷ χρόνῳ τὰ πάντα ‘...χρόνου χρόνος...’ ὡν ἀτεχνῶς.”72 Proclus’ discussion of Time in this section of his Commentary is thought to represent mostly the views of Iamblichus.73 The One Existent, as represented by Aion, or Eternity, serves as the highest instantiation of time, a measure of the noetic realm in the system of Iamblichus.74 But there appears also to be another Neoplatonic instantiation of time at the noeric level, below Aion but still not a physical type of time; Fragment 63 of his Commentary on the *Timaeus*, drawn from Simplicius, distinguishes this ideal, non-physical time from real evidence that the hierarchies given in both *de Myst.* VIII as regards Kmeph and the Hermetic treatise are actually the same, or that Iamblichus somehow borrowed from the *Asclepius* directly. But again at least it seems likely that this is the sort of Hermetic text that Iamblichus must be referring to in *de Myst.* VIII and the milieu in which he is writing. Gersh 148-149 adduces the theology of the *Chaldaean Oracles* as the most likely common influence for both systems of thought.

72)  Cited in Lewy (1978) 152, though he is attributing this to Aion. G. Shaw (1995) also refers to this passage and *Proclus in Parm.* 1044-45, when discussing the importance of Helios in theurgy, calling Helios “the hidden sun”.
73)  According to Proclus ed. and tranls. E.R. Dodds (1963) 228, commenting on Proposition 53, which is concerned with Eternity, or Aion, and Time, or Chronos, and J. Dillon (1973) 345-46, commenting on Iamblichus Fragment 63 *in Tim.*, also dealing with the same subjects, and S. Sambursky and S. Pines (1971) 17.
74)  J. Dillon (1973) 35 for the identification of Aion with the One Existent, and pp.346-47 on Fragment 63.
the normal physical time that philosophers would usually study in their enquiries about the physical universe. Sambursky has detected in this passage in Simplicius *Phys.* 792,20-795,3 (including but also extending beyond Dillon’s Fragment 63 of Iamblichus *in Tim.*) strong evidence for this noeric time, though admittedly nowhere in either Simplicius’ text nor his direct citations of Iamblichus does the exact term *noeros* appear.75

Again, in that section of his *Timaeus* Commentary where Proclus is thought to be representing the views of Iamblichus, he argues that χρόνος has an intellectual nature, calling it “νοῦς ἄρα τις . . . προϊόν”, and that it stands between Aion and the level of the Soul and leads all things in a circle.76 Later at III 53,6ff Proclus links this intellectual time inextricably with the higher noeric and hypercosmic element of the double Demiurgy, which again is associated with the noeric sun and the Paternal Zeus and contrasts the unified nature of the intellectual time with the divided nature of the lower physical time that characterizes time as humans experience it in a mundane, everyday manner: “[τὸν μὲν πρότερον χρόνον παρῆγε [ὁ Πλάτων] τοῦ δημιουργοῦ πρὸς τὸν οἰώνα βλέποντος καὶ κατὰ μίαν καὶ ἀπλὴν νόησιν ἐνεργοῦντος, τὸν δὲ δεύτερον, ὡς καὶ αὐτὸς φησιν, ἐκ λόγου καὶ διανοίας, . . .”

75) J. Dillon (1973) 346-47 does not go as far as Sambursky to term this “noeric” time, rather refers to an “Absolute” time, which however is clearly not Aion nor physical time. For Sambursky’s discussion, see S. Sambursky and S. Pines (1971) 11 and his notes to the Simplicius passage, 107. The most telling evidence, though the whole passage is compelling, is at 793, (40, line 24ff), which Sambursky translates “In the eighth book [of Iamblichus’ *in Tim.*] he follows Plato above all in propounding the connection between time [Chronos] and eternity [Aion]. Accordingly he discusses above all intellectual time which transcends the cosmos and encompasses and provides the measures of all movements that are in it. This time is different from the time which the physicists enquire into” (41), where however it should be noted that “noeros” does not actually appear in the Greek text, though the phrase ἐξηρημένου μὲν ἀπὸ τοῦ κόσμου in reference to Chronos is typical language in late Neoplatonism used to indicate the hypercosmic realm. In the cited notes Sambursky comments on the numerous terms used by Simplicius to designate this intellectual time. Again, “noeric” is not actually among those terms, but the passages included by Sambursky taken as a whole make it clear that it is a noeric entity being set forth here. Both Dillon and Sambursky are also in agreement that the time described by Simplicius provides rather a paradigmatic measure for physical time, that it does not itself measure anything physically, and that it is somehow above regular time, yet still not so exalted as Eternity.

76) Proclus *in Tim.* III,26, S. Sambursky and S. Pines (1971) 52 lines 10-11; cf. his notes on the circle ad loc p.109. At *in Tim.* III, 51, Proclus claims that Iamblichus says that time is halfway (“μέση”) between Eternity and heaven.
τὸ διη̇ρημένον τῆς αἰτίας καὶ τὸ μεριζόμενον εἰς πλῆθος ἀπὸ τῆς μιᾶς νοήσεως ἐνδεικνύμενος." The Demiurge produces this noeric time by looking at Aion for its eternal paradigm and interestingly enough in a single intellection projects time. As mentioned above, Kmeph is the Egyptian god Kematef, literally “he who has completed his moment, his time”, the serpent Ouroboros associated with creation. While there is of course no direct evidence that Iamblichus was aware of this time-related aspect of Kmeph, nor is there anything explicit in the text of de Myst. VIII that would indicate that he meant to link the noeric Kmeph, “the god who thinks himself” with any notion of noeric time, nevertheless the similarity is striking, if only coincidental. Aion as a deity may have arisen under the influence in Hellenistic times of the Persian time god Zervan Akarana, and appears several times in the Corpus Hermeticum and among the Greek magical papyri, including in direct association with Kmeph as the Ouroboros literally described as “biting its tail” on a phylactery in PGM VII.580. Aion is also linked in the PGM with Helios and Agathos Demon, and Aion was often itself depicted as lion-headed and entwined with a serpent. In another papyrus, PGM IV 1596-1715, Helios is addressed as “ἡγούμενος πάντων τῶν θεῶν”, Kmeph, and the serpent presiding over the creation of Egypt. Again there is no specific evidence in de Mysteriis that Iamblichus understood Aion or Kmeph in this same constellation of imagery and religious functionality reflected in the magical papyri, but this confluence of Hellenistic and Egyptian beliefs was apparently a continuing presence in the late Roman spiritual milieu out of which the Hermetic texts arose.

78) On the relation to Zervan Akarana, see J. Dillon (1973) 35, where he also quotes the useful discussion of Proclus ed. and tranls. E.R. Dodds (1963) 228 on the Persian god in relation to Proposition 53 of the Elements of Theology. For a summary of the Persian Zervan, see Brisson (1995) 47-50; Brisson also places Chronos in the Orphic theology and gives a thorough comparative analysis of the Mithraic Aion sculpture from the Villa Albani and the Orphic Modena relief, both of which incorporate solar iconography and a main figure encircled by a serpent (45-46). On Aion in the Hermetica, see A.J. Festugière (1990) 152-175.
80) Kmeph also occurs in PGM III.142, as noted above and by E.C. Clarke, J. Dillon, and J.P. Hershbell (2003) 309n407. For the interpretation of an alabaster bowl with winged
If Kmeph can rightly be identified with Helios, it is also worthwhile to recall that Kmeph is an epithet for Amun-Re, the Egyptian god of the sun, acting in his Demiurgic capacity creating the world, and that Amun-Re was considered in late Egyptian theology the “noble Ba” of Kematef, hence a solar deity accessible to the sensory world. Just as the visible Helios reigns over the Demiurgy of the sensible universe, so does Amun-Re, with Kematef occupying an exalted position removed from the realm of the senses. Though there is of course no direct evidence that Iamblichus or for that matter Porphyry was aware of this concept of the Ba in Egyptian religion and this relationship between Kematef and Amun-Re, still the parallel between the Egyptian and Neoplatonic theologies is most striking and does at least raise the question that some such knowledge had been conveyed via some writer, perhaps like Chaeremon, to those interested outside of Egypt. As Helios Kmeph also would occupy a central position in the structure of theurgy delineated by Iamblichus in *de Mysteriis*. Gregory Shaw has elucidated in great detail the crucial role of Helios in the process of theurgy as described by Iamblichus: “the most distinctive cosmological feature in theurgy was the central position given the sun. For Iamblichus, Helios played the key role in the apotheosis of the soul: first awakening it through the senses and then leading it noetically to the eternal *arithmoi.*”

Helios is the greatest theurgic *σύνθημα*, symbolizing to the One itself, and by its noeric fire it purifies the soul, which, once made pure, rides its luminous vehicle (“αὐγοεἴδες ὀχήμα”), itself constituted of the light of Helios, up to the sun itself where the soul is established as divine in consummation of the theurgic art. “In his *Timaeus* Commentary Iamblichus said the serpent and what are apparently ritual celebrants carved on its interior and carrying an Orphic inscription on the exterior, see H. Leisegang (1955) 219ff where Leisegang adduces the evidence of these citations of Aion and Helios in the *PGM*, as well as the passage in Macrobius referred to above, among others, to offer a reading of this curious object similar in many respects to the solar theology being put forth here in explanation of Kmeph in Iamblichus. 81 G. Shaw (1995) 239.

82 For Helios as *σύνθημα* see especially G. Shaw (1995) 225, and the entire chapter, “The Sunthema of the Sun” (216-228) is highly relevant, including his views on the ὀχήμα in this regard. The most detailed work on the latter is J. Finamore (1985). Shaw (228) emphasizes the crucial importance of this Helian theology to Iamblichus’ theurgy: “The evidence suggests that the theurgic mysteries were solar mysteries, for the goal of all *mantike* and theurgic ritual as ‘the ascent to the intelligible fire’ (DM 179, 9-12) and theurgists, Iamblichus says, ‘are true athletes of the Fire (DM 92, 13-14)’.”
Paternal Demiurge (the hidden sun) contained the intelligible (i.e. hyper-cosmic) realm, just as Helios contained the encosmic powers of the zodiac.”

Kmph is then apparently Iamblichus’ Egyptian counterpart to these Hellenic deities, the noeric Helios, or “hidden sun,” as described by Julian, and Zeus the Paternal Demiurge in their Neoplatonic forms. Earlier in *de Myst.* VII.2 Iamblichus focuses the discussion on the Egyptian symbol of the lotus and the sun god riding in the solar barque, again utilizing Neoplatonic terms in his description, though he does not in that passage identify the solar divinity as Kmph or any other named god. The god Harpocrates, though not actually referred to by name in the text, normally separated from the primordial mud by the lotus on which he sits, is depicted there by Iamblichus as an intellectual and Demiurgic god, totally transcending the material cosmos signified by the mud. The shining forth of the sun god Re is also symbolized in the lotus, and Iamblichus interprets the ride of the sun god in the barque also as the act of a transcendent Demiurge like Kmeph or the Paternal Demiurgic Zeus: “Just as the helmsman presides over the ship while taking charge of its rudder, so the sun is transcendentally in charge of the helm of the whole world. And as the helmsman controls everything from on high from the stern, giving out a minimal first impulse from himself, so in the same way, but more significantly, the god from on high gives out, indivisibly, from the first principles of nature, the primordial causes of movement.”

In the beginning of the next chapter the solar act of Demiurgy is delineated by distinguishing its transcendent and immanent “ἀπὸ τοῦ ἡλίου κατιούσας δυνάμεις” which bestow on the physical universe what Iamblichus refers to in that same passage as an “ὡμέριστος δόσις”.

---


84) *de Myst.* VII.2.252.11-VII.3.253.11, translation of E.C. Clarke, J. Dillon, and J.P. Hershbell (2003) 295. Could the “causes of movement” here given out by the sun be reminiscent of the noeric movement attributed by Porphyry to Kmph in *De cultu simulacrorum* discussed above?

85) See G. Shaw (1995) 171-173, for his interpretation of the Egyptian symbolism in Book VII as it relates to theurgy, as well as E.C. Clarke, J. Dillon, and J.P. Hershbell (2003) xlix-lii. Porphyry also refers to the solar barque in the *Allegory of the Cave of the Nymphs*, 10,16-20, in a passage where he stresses the importance of water as a divine substance, pointing out that the Egyptians placed superior deities on the barque, including the sun which he names specifically in the text. It should be recalled in this context that Heka, as mentioned above, is among those deities traveling on the barque.
That specific term ἀμέριστος is used several times in books VII and VIII by Iamblichus in describing this transcendent, paternal Demiurge. It may be that this usage is an indication that Iamblichus had already included in his philosophy a concept known to be fully elucidated only in later extant Neoplatonic sources such as Proclus. At the beginning of Chapter 13 of *Platonic Theology* V, as well as I.310.15-18 of his *Timaeus* Commentary, Proclus sets out four distinct levels for the Demiurgy, a doctrine however whose origin he attributes to Syrianus: “Τῆς γὰρ δημιουργικῆς ἀπάσης διακοσμήσεως τὸ μὲν ἐστὶ τῶν ὅλων ὀλικῶς δημιουργικὸν αἴτιον, τὸ δὲ τῶν μερῶν ὀλικῶς, τὸ δὲ τῶν ὅλων μερικῶς, τὸ δὲ τῶν μερῶν μερικῶς.”86 The first two levels refer to the highest Demiurgy of the *Timaeus*, associated with the Paternal Zeus and, as shown above, Helios and Kmeph, and as the passage indicates is predicated on the key distinction of the two adverbs, ὀλικῶς in the first two levels, and μερικῶς used in the last two.87 In summing up how the Egyptians established a view of the universe that included much more than just materialistic elements, Iamblichus at de Myst. VIII.4.267.2-6 again uses remarkably similar language to Proclus: “καθαρόν τε νοῦν ὑπὲρ τὸν κόσμον προτιθέασι, καὶ ἕνα ἀμέριστον ἐν ὅλῳ τῷ κόσμῳ, καὶ διῃρημένον ἐπὶ πάσας τὰς σφαίρας ἄτερον.” The second intellect, described here as “ἕνα ἀμέριστον ἐν ὅλῳ τῷ κόσμῳ”, would appear to occupy the same position as Proclus’ Paternal Demiurge, and the same characterization of the sun by Iamblichus in book VII as the grantor to the universe of the “ἀμέριστος δόσις” implies that this notion of a Demiurgy of wholes versus parts perhaps did not originate with Syrianus. Iamblichus also employs the same term in describing the solar god of the lotus and barque in VII.2 in his Demiurgic role, when he gives “τὰς πρωτουργοὺς αἰτίας τῶν κινήσεων ἀμεριστῶς” from on high. While these usages cannot be taken as absolute proof that this differentiated Demiurgy was first established by Iamblichus rather than Syrianus, it is worth noting that the
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consistency of the language when discussing the Demiurgic functions of Kmeph at least raises the question that Iamblichus might have preceded Syrianus in introducing this concept.

Furthermore Iamblichus possibly alludes to yet another higher divine figure in this same passage summarizing the Egyptian view of Demiurgy in VIII.4. He includes mention of a divinity not given an Egyptian name here or elsewhere in de Mysteriis, who is called “καθαρόν τε νοῦν ὑπὲρ τὸν κόσμον” in another usage that has not before been noted by commentators. In later Neoplatonism the appellation καθαρὸς νοῦς is consistently applied to the figure of the god Kronos as the Father of Demiurges, occupying the highest and first position of the triad of intellectual gods in the noeric realm of which the Paternal Zeus is the third member. Proclus provides excellent examples of Kronos in this role at Platonic Theology V.5.20.23-21.10 and his Commentary on the Cratylus at CVII p.58.16-59.8 and CX 62.27-63.6. But from the evidence of Fragment 1 of Iamblichus’ Commentary on the Sophist, it would appear that he had already conceived of Kronos in this manner, for Iamblichus equates the Stranger in that dialogue with indeed this Father of Demiurges, whose relation to the “secondary Demiurges” Proclus defined in his Commentary on the Cratylus at CXLVIII p.83ff. The secondary Demiurges in the Cratylus Commentary are the Kronides Zeus, Poseidon, and Pluto, but the Zeus active at this level is not the same as the Paternal or monadic Zeus, rather he is a lower instantiation of the Olympian god. This triad of Demiurges is the same as those described by Hermias in his Commentary on the Phaedrus referred to above and is thoroughly explicated by Proclus in Book VI of his Platonic Theology on the hypercosmic gods., especially VI.8, where the difference between the first and this second Zeus is delineated. If then Iamblichus’ transcendant intellect in de Myst. VIII.4 most likely relates to Kronos, and the next mentioned “ἐνα ἄμεριστον ἐν ὅλῳ τῷ κόσμῳ” to Kmeph or Helios or the Paternal Zeus, then is there any reference external to Iamblichus for the third named intellect in that passage, the one that is

88) For Kronos as highest intellectual god, see Proclus ed. and transl. H.D. Saffrey and L.G. Westerink (1987) 158, 161-162. The fact that Iamblichus posits this divine being as one clearly distinguished from Kmeph offers more evidence that Kmeph is not Kronos, as Thomas Taylor had asserted, since this separate entity, from its epithet given here, is most likely associated with Kronos.
89) For the Sophist fragment, see the commentary of J. Dillon (1973) 245-46.
called “διη̇ρημένον ἐπὶ πᾶσας τὰς σφαῖρας ἄτερον”? Appropriately enough, Proclus’ Commentary on the Cratylus offers a possible key to revealing the identity of this intellect in once again the usage of exactly the same language: the Demiurgic triad of Zeus, Poseidon, and Pluto is characterized at CL p.85.4 as a “δημιουργικῆς τριάδος τῆς διελομένης”. Both entities are “distributed” (“δηρημένον” in Iamblichus and “διελομένης” in Proclus) at the level just below the Paternal Zeus, and Proclus goes on in that passage to point out how the second Zeus occupies the highest role in the distributted triad by means of communion with the higher and first Paternal Zeus through “τὴν πρὸς τὸν ὅλον δημιουργικὸν νοῦν ἑνώσιν,” and lays out the triad as one where this lower Zeus represents paternal Being, Poseidon Power or Life, and Pluto Nous, at their secondary level, embodying the well-known Neoplatonic triad of Being, Life and Intellect.90 But Iamblichus also explicates this δημιουργικὸς νοῦς in de Myst. VIII.3 after the discussion of Heikton and Kmeph, where he claims that the Egyptians have gods who act as Demiurges of the visible world, just below the level of Kmeph, as the order of his presentation appears to imply, and who are the functional embodiments of that δημιουργικὸς νοῦς. He enumerates these as, interestingly enough, a triad of gods, Amun, Ptah, and Osiris, each contributing to the creation of the physical universe: Amun bringing to light the “hidden reason principles”, Ptah “infallibly and expertly bringing to perfection each thing in accordance with the truth”, and Osiris who is “productive of goods.”91 Is it not likely that Iamblichus here is setting up an Egyptian analogue of the secondary Demiurgic triad of Zeus, Poseidon, and Pluto elaborated on by Proclus in his Commentary on the Cratylus? It would appear at least fairly clear that they hold the same position in the Demiurgy as the secondary triad in Proclus, and one can point out that there is a known association among the Greeks between Amun and Zeus, though any correspondence of the other two Egyptian gods to Poseidon and Pluto is not obvious, beyond perhaps the observation that both Osiris and Pluto are associated with judging the dead in the Underworld.92 There is no evidence in fragments of his other writings, however, that Iamblichus

90) See J. Opsomer (2003) 13, for these hypercosmic gods as acting “τῶν μερῶν ὀλικῶς”.
92) See E.C. Clarke, J. Dillon, and J.P. Hershbell (2003) 311n414, for the association of Amun and Zeus. Iamblichus’ choice of Amun, Ptah, and Osiris may result merely from the fact that they are three of the most major Egyptian gods.
ever posited such a triad of secondary Demiurges of Zeus, Poseidon, and Pluto or any other Hellenic gods, which however does appear later as well established within the Neoplatonic theology of Proclus. But does this triad of Egyptian instantiations of that same δημιουργικὸς νοῦς perhaps offer indirect evidence that Iamblichus is setting up an Egyptian counterpart to a similar triad of Hellenic gods which he might have posited more explicitly elsewhere, perhaps in his lost treatise Περὶ Θεῶν?93

Continuing on with other orders of Demiurgy of the visible universe, Iamblichus next expounds on what appears to be a third taxis of Egyptian gods, including four male and four female, “assigned” in de Myst. VIII.3.254.4ff to the sun, which in fact must be a reference to the Ogdoad of Hermopolis discussed above, and another sublunar Demiurgy assigned to the moon, most likely in the person of Thoth, though Iamblichus does not name him specifically.94 At this point and with the reference to zodiacal entities which comes next, Iamblichus is clearly dealing with the lowest levels of creation, and the sun which rules over the Ogdoad is likely meant here to be the visible and lowest of the instantiations of Helios, just like the visible sun as set forth by Julian in his Hymn. In the beginning of VIII.4 Iamblichus will make it clear then to Porphyry that the full-blown—and fully Neoplatonic—system that has been set forth in these chapters of de Myst. VIII is the correct view of Egyptian religion, building apparently on that of the Hermetica, and that Porphyry has been misled by writers such as Chaeremon who have dealt only with the lower levels of existence, where Fate appears to rule all in what he saw as a fundamentally materialistic cosmos.

93) Another work of Iamblichus that is now lost might well have offered an opportunity to discuss these theological issues, the seventh book of his series on Pythagoras, the treatise on theological numbers, excerpts of which Dominic O’Meara has detected in Psellus’ work “On Ethical and Theological Arithmetic”. Unfortunately the relevant portion of Psellus’ text containing what appears to be the theological extracts is extremely brief and terse, and no overt references are made to any named deities, but O’Meara has shown at least how similar it is in language to de Myst. VIII.2; cf. O’Meara (1989) 81-84. Most intriguing is the mention, sketchy and cryptic as it is, of “τὸ ὑπερουράνιον αὐτῆς ἄρχηγὸν διακοσμήσεως” at line 74 of the text immediately following Psellus’ description of the “intelligible and brightest monad” which ascends to the “highest cause”, O’Meara (1989) 227. Could Psellus have substituted ἄρχηγὸν here for ἡγεμών?

94) On the likelihood of Thoth here, see E.C. Clarke, J. Dillon, and J.P. Hershbell (2003) 313.
In summary, then, the following Neoplatonic principles and theological entities can be argued to appear in Iamblichus’ representation of Egyptian and Hermetic thought in *de Myst.* VIII: in the first *taxis*, the Simple One and the One Existent, in the second *taxis*, the One Existent in the form of Heikton, the Egyptian Heka, the noeric Paternal Demiurge, Zeus/Helios, in the form of Kmeoph, the Egyptian Kematef, the noetic Father of Demiurges, Kronos, not given any Egyptian or Hellenic form, rather merely described as the “pure intellect”, the secondary Demiurgic triad of Zeus, Poseidon, and Pluto, in the forms of the Egyptian Amun, Ptah, and Osiris, and finally in the third *taxis*, the sublunary Demiurgic gods in the form of Egyptian Ogdoad.95

Iamblichus’ treatment of the Egyptian gods in the second *taxis*, despite the fact it includes the various Neoplatonic interpretative glosses given them as explicated above, is still cursory and all but elliptical, though elements of it point to or suggest, it would appear, a considerable number of features especially at the noeric level of the complex of notions regarding Demiurgy known definitively only from later Neoplatonism. The sketchy nature of this brief excursus on Egyptian religion, whose chief purpose, it appears, is to convince Porphyry that not only are the Egyptians’ beliefs non-materialistic but indeed also show themselves to be thoroughly Neoplatonic, with their own divine elements in the realm of the One and the noetic-noeric realm, even structured along the lines of Iamblichus’ own particular system of first principles. If the similarities outlined above as detected by inferences drawn between his Neoplatonic characterizations of the cited Egyptian gods and concepts detailed in passages from other later Neoplatonists illustrating known elements of their theology are correct, then is it not possible that Iamblichus was drawing examples for Porphyry’s education in these chapters of *de Mysteriis* that might even be seen as a breviary, Egyptian version of his lost *Περὶ Θεῶν*, in which the Hellenic gods would have likely been given the same treatment, and so might not their Neoplatonic hierarchy be even more like that found in Proclus’ theology than previously has been thought? The evidence offered in this analysis of *de Myst.* VIII is admittedly highly inferential and indeed at best tentative, given the nature of the text and especially the fact that Iamblichus, to

95 If H.D. Saffrey (1992) is correct in his interpretation of “τὸ ἕν ἀμερὲς”, then the second *taxis* also includes an entity most probably identified with the Simple One.
be sure, is delineating here an Egyptian system and not an overtly Hellenic one. But the evidence is certainly intriguing, and without the benefit of more detailed information about his Hermetic sources and of course the primary evidence of his Commentary on the *Chaldaean Oracles* and the Περὶ Θεῶν, at most this type of analysis, inferential and provisory as it is, will likely remain the best type effort possible.
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